
THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA  

China, 220 AD 

 

THE PROBLEM! 

The fifth century400 B.C. was a peaceful time in China! The Spring and Autumn period of the 

Zhou Dynasty was an era of teaching and learning. The philosopher Confucius spoke about how 

people should always be kind and fair, even in battle! 

 The lands were divided by the feudal system. The kingdomempire consisted of fiefs 

(pieces of land) that were ruled by the Emperor Zhou king and his relatives.  

 

IT’S HISTORY!: This is the same system that was used a thousand years later during the 

Middle Ages in Europe! 

 

 Soon, these rulersleaders stopped supporting the kingEmperor Zhou. They wanted more 

power for themselves and began to battle one another.  

 Bronze workers were very busy making protective armor and shields. 

 Would you rather design and build the armor or wear it and fight? 

 Battles began to take place nearly every day as warriors from one statearea invaded 

another. Still, the soldiers fought with honor! They followed rules to make sure that everyone 

had a fair chance to win. But, as the battles continued for many years, the state leaders grew 

worried.  

 What could they build to stop the battles and invasions? 

 

THE SOLUTION! 

WALLS! 

 Each state leader decided to build a small wall to protect themselves and their people 

from the neighboring states.  

 By 250 B.C., the smaller fiefs were all ruled bythere were now only seven large 

wWarring sStates: Qin, Chu, Zhao, Wei, Han, Yan, and Qi.  
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 But some people were still unhappy! Shang Yang, a leader from the Wei state, went to 

the neighboring Qin state to talk to their leader. He said he was tired of following the rules! He 

left the Wei state behind and helped the Qin state build their military and economy.  

 CHARGE!  

 After one long, tiring battle, the Qin state took over all the others and became the 

strongest state of all. 

 Emperor Qin Shi Huang, the ruler of the newly formed Qin Dynasty, unified China and 

became the leader of all the states. This meant he was not just a king, but an emperor! He saw 

how important the walls were for safety and protection. A tribe ofThe Mongol peoples, north of 

China, kept trying to invade the now- peaceful country! What could he do? 

 Then, he had an idea.  

 He could connect all the smaller walls throughout the country and build one big, strong 

wall that would keep China’s northern border safe from invasion! 

 

THE TEAM! 

Emperor Qin Shi Huang ordered overmore than one million warriors and prisoners to build the 

wall. Many of the warriors had to leave their families and children behind. Some of them never 

returned home. 

 

BUDGET IT! 

As the emperorleader of China,  Emperor Qin Shi Huang decided to use the money he collected 

through taxes to pay for the construction of the wall.  

 

MATH FACT: During this time, coins were still a new invention, and many people didn’t use 

them for money yet!money did not exist! So taxes included giving grains or other goods to the 

government.  

 

DESIGN IT! 

The wall needed to have a very specific design. It had to wind through twisty mountains and over 

rough terrain. The eEmperor also wanted watchtowers, so warriors could keep a lookout in case 

invaders were coming! 
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 The wall had to protect very important trade routes. This included pathways that went 

into the large, hot, Gobi Desert. 

 

IT’S HISTORY!: This route was later named t“The “Silk Road” because people living in 

Europe loved to trade for the silk that came from China and other Asian countries. Other items 

that were traded on these routes included gold, ivory, tea, and plants. 

 WhichWhat of these other landmarks was important for trade? 

A. The Taj Mahal 

B. The Panama Canal 

C. The Eiffel Tower 

D. Big Ben 

If you picked B, you’re right! The Panama Canal helped decrease the time needed to 

trade by ship, while the Great Wall helped to increase the safety offor people traveling on 

the trade routes.  

 

NAME IT! 

Although it is called the Great Wall of China, the name of the wall is actually Wànlĭ 

Chángchéng, which means “Ten Thousand Li Long Wall.” One li was equal to about 1,640 feet.  

 

BUILD IT! 

It was time to begin building! 

 Workers had to lift big stones and rocks on their backs and carry the loads from the 

quarries to the base of the wall. The rocks were very heavy! Sometimes the workers attached 

ropes to a bar and hung the rocks from the rope. Then, they put the bars on their shoulders to 

transport the materials. This method was later used in other countries to make stretchers and 

carry patients who were sick. 

 LOOK OUT! 

 Rocks tumbled to the ground! The sides of the mountain were steep! Workers slipped and 

fell. Many got hurt trying to lift and place the heavy stones. If there were any gaps in the wall, 
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 After the Qin Dynasty ended, several other dynasties came and went. Workers continued 

building sections of the wall for hundreds of years. As the smaller walls were connected, soldiers 

marched through the watchtowers and took their positions! They communicated with each other 

usingthrough smoke signals and fires.  

 OH NO!  

 While the walls were still being built, China was invaded by Emperor Genghis Khan and 

his Mongol warriors!  

 People started to get worried. Would the wall really protect them from invasion? 

 

FINISHING TOUCHES 

Construction Building of the wall slowed down. It took almost one hundred years, but Genghis 

Khan and the Mongol Empire waswere finally defeated and sent out of China. By thenDuring 

this time, the Ming Dynasty was formed and a new emperor took charge.  

 The Ming leaders knew they had to make changes to the wall to make it more effective. 

The workers now used stronger materials, like limestone and granite. Donkeys and horses were 

brought in to help carry the heavy rocks and stones and finish the wall. 

 

UNVEIL IT! 

InBy 1878, the leaders of China  decided to stop building the wall. The wWeapons that people 

used in battle had changed. There was no reason to continue building and there was no special 

ceremony to celebrate finishingbuilding the wall. Instead, the Great Wall of China stood as a 

symbol of the country’s strength of defense.  

When it was finished, the wall: 

• Was the longest wall in the world: all of its sections added together equal at 

13,1730 miles. 

• Had takenTook the longest amount of time to build of any landmark, at over two 

thousand2,000 years.  

 

MATH FACT: It would take almost two years to walk the entire stretch of the wall! If you 

started walking today, how old would you be when you got to the end? 
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 In 1987, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) designated the Great Wall a “World Heritage site.” Although the complete total is 

unknown, it is estimated that, translated into today’s money, the Great Wall of China cost 90 

billion dollars to build.  

 Over time, around 30 percent% of the wall became damaged from corrosion. The 

gGovernment of China has put many laws in place to protect the wall, including some that 

savesaving money for its restoration. When you visit, don’t take a piece of the wall as a 

souvenir! It is a crime.  

 

CITY FACT: The section in Badaling, by Beijing, is the most restored and most visited part of 

the wall.  

 

DEFINE IT: Restoration is the process of fixing and updating a structure, building, or piece of 

art.  

 

ENGINEERING EXTRA: Many people believe that the wall can be seen from space! Can you 

find it? 

 Here it is again, with arrows to help you see sectionspieces of the wall! TheThis picture 

was taken in 2004 by astronaut Leroy Chiao from aat low -orbit around Earth. He used a digital 

camera with a 180 mm lens.  

 

 Even though the states of China battled one another for power, faced threats from 

invaders, and took over two thousand2,000 years, they were finally able to BUILD IT!  


